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Philosophy

Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: Nov 2016
Revised Date: March 2018
Revised Date: July 2019

Our philosophy is:
Possibilities
Love
Acceptance
You Matter
And to provide all children the tools and opportunities to be *mighty learners in their community.

A *Mighty Learner brings body and mind – his/her whole being – to play and learning. To be mighty
means to be powerful, robust, vigorous, stalwart and awe-inspiring. The image of the child described
within the curriculum framework is a strong, resourceful, capable child – a mighty learner and citizen.
Every child is a mighty learner.
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Program Policy

Developed: August 2011

i)

Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: Nov 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revised Date: July 2019

Program Staff will complete their planning based on children’s observations and interests.
They may also be added to the current planning under spontaneous activities. These
observations will insure that the program is meeting the developmental needs of all
children.
Physical development will be met through planned daily outdoor and indoor play
experiences (weather permitting) which will facilitate gross motor movements. Fine
motor development will be incorporated into daily routine such as art experiences, meal
times and planned activities. The program will also assist physical health with proper
nutrition, hand washing and dental health. Recreational activities are planned, with a
balance of cooperative and competitive games and sports. KCCK will provide
opportunities for children to learn about the benefits of regular exercise, good nutrition,
hydration, hand-washing practices and hygiene.
Social development will be met through staff displaying appropriate social behavior and
acting as role models for children. Early childhood educators will facilitate sharing and
cooperation where developmentally appropriate. Encourage responsibility and
independence and mutual respect for all children and staff. Staff will encourage
children to express their feelings and emotions in developmentally appropriate ways.
Cognitive/Intellectual development will be met through planned daily experiences.
Staff will assist children with concept formation (size, shape, color, and texture),
encourage problem solving skills, assist in classifying, awareness in similarities and
differences and increase observation skills.
Creative development will be met daily through open ended art experiences and
dramatic play. Staff will facilitate this learning instead of leading, thus encouraging
the children to direct the play themselves. Children will be addressed individually or in
small groups for daily creative experiences.
Early childhood educators will help children to become aware of their emotions and
allow healthy and acceptable emotional release. Staff will increase self-esteem by
celebrating accomplishments and independence. This is made possible through
developmentally appropriate experiences in which children will exceed.
The KCCK believes language development is essential for staff and children. Children
will be provided with a number of opportunities to practice language skills such as, in
the dramatic play area, during meal times, and through both planned and spontaneous
daily interactions with their peers. All areas of the program will be labeled in correct
vocabulary, so children will be able to associate words with items.
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ii)

Indoor: The KCCK operates in a modular building. This modular allows for adequate
light within the play area, space for diapering which allows for adequate supervision,
multiple sinks for hand washing and multiple bathrooms stalls. The space also provides an
adequate area for administrative duties and a kitchen. We have provided a sketch of the
modular unit that we will be utilizing on page 106 of this program plan. The space will
also be utilized as a safe and private place for children to speak to caregivers about their
feelings.
The indoor space is arranged so that a variety of activities can occur simultaneously and is
arranged in a way that meets the diverse needs, as well as the number of children in the
program. Children have a quiet space available that provides opportunities to relax, read
and rest that is arranged and resourced to support quiet, messy and noisy activities. A daily
safety inspection of the indoor environment is conducted to ensure that potential hazards
are addressed. Sufficient Portable materials and equipment are accessible to children,
materials and opportunities for children to work independently, in small or in large groups
are available, a variety of materials are available to and accessible by the children and the
children are aware of them and ask staff to use them.
Outdoor: Each classroom has access to a deck and fenced green space. It offers us a
connected play space between the two rooms, and an open play space with grass.
The outdoor playground is fully enclosed by a chain link fence and gate. The space is
equipped with materials for small children to engage in gross motor activities. Adequate
space is provided for running, climbing and riding toys. There is a large jungle gym with
slide, riding toys, sand box and picnic tables. Play materials such as balls, hula hoops, nets
and baskets, bean bags and parachutes will be available for endless play opportunities in all
our outdoor spaces.
We are situated on the Buffalo Trails School property and have access to a large sledding
hill and playground equipment for the older children in the program with ample
opportunities to explore nature.

iii)

The KCCK has a strong partnership with the Kitscoty Rug Rats Playschool and the
Buffalo Trails School Division. This allows a greater flow of resources such as
playground equipment, library access and play materials. KCCK has established a
partnership with Midwest Family Connections. Our goal is for this facility to
accommodate a number of programs such as 3rd party monthly meetings, community
cooking and other functions for the entire community. Community members are able to
rent the space for personal use. (i.e. birthday parties).
We continue to strive for strong relationships with our families. This is accomplished
through daily greeting and conversations between guardians and staff. Parents are
consulted on meal plans and asked to participate in planning suggestions as often as
possible. All parents will have the option to join the program on fieldtrip experiences.
KCCK will encourage all parents to join in fundraising efforts for the day care.

iv)

Ongoing evaluations will be fundamental to the success of the Cabin 4 Kids. Daily
reflections will be encouraged for all staff members. These notes can be brought forward
at monthly staff meetings to assist in problem solving strategies (What worked? What
needs further development? Etc.) Staff evaluations will be performed by the program
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director annually and more frequently as needed. As well staff will perform an annual
evaluation on the Program Director. Parents will be asked for their evaluation of the
program on a yearly basis.
Early childhood educators will be encouraged and supported to attend child care
conferences, for continually further their professional development and academic
upgrading.
Accidents and Illnesses will be tracked, recorded (Program Accident/Illness/Incident
Form) and reviewed yearly (at minimum) in the Incident Reporting Annual Summary and
Analysis Report (CDEV0001

For specific steps please read Incident Reporting on Page 80 of this program plan.
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Staffing Plan and Responsibilities
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: March 2015
Revised Date: May 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Staff at KCCK are required to ensure that each staff member and each volunteer who has
unsupervised access to children is, an adult and provides a criminal record check and vulnerable
sector search dated not earlier than 6 months prior to the date of commencement and every three
years after that date. Staff at KCCK are required to maintain staff/child ratios in respect to
licensing regulations and adhere to section 27(3) (a) for combined age groups. KCCK will follow
the ratio dictated by the majority age group in the combined group and will follow regulation 27
(3)(b); which dictates the maximum number of children which can be included in a combined age
grouping. KCCK will follow regulation regarding mixed age groupings and sleep time ratios.
Sleep time staff ratio for mixed age groupings requires the described staff set out in Section 27 (1)
of the Child Care Licensing Regulation.
Staff must be certified as a Child Development Supervisor (level 3), child development worker
(level 2), or a child development assistant (level 1). Regulation requires one in every threeprimary staff be certified, at minimum, as a child development worker. It is required that 1 in 2
primary staff members holds a valid child care first aid certificate and at least one staff member
with first aid certification is on duty at all times.
Staff will receive payment for planning up to 2 hours per week.
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Staffing Plan and Responsibilities (Job Descriptions):
Developed: June 2016

Review Date: March 2018
Revised Date: July 2019

Executive Director:
Description of Position: The Executive Director is employed by and works with a Board of
Directors which is responsible for the governance of the Society. The Executive Director is the
manager of the child care centre and the chief of staff. The Executive Director works with a team
of childcare professionals to plan and deliver quality childcare programs in the community.
Function:
1. To implement the Policies and Procedures of the Society
2. To give leadership and direction toward achieving the Society’s mission, vision, objectives, as
well as immediate goals stated in the Business Plan.
3. Work with the Board President, to enable the Board to fulfill its governance function.
4. To manage the daily Centre operation effectively and efficiently.
Major Duties
Financial Management of the Centre
Human Resource Management
Ensure High Quality Program Delivery
Facilities Management
Board Support
Be the Public Profile for the Centre
Fundraising Support
Accountability for Operations
Is the Primary Contact to the Licensing Officer

Specific Responsibilities:
For Human Resources:
To recruit, orient, supervise and evaluate all staff
To maintain a code of staff professional conduct.
To maintain up to date staff files, children’s files, certificates for the building, staff
licensing, staff certificates, criminal checks, fire and health.
To resolve employee performance issues
To schedule for and maintain the staffing “ratio” during Centre operations
To maintain a list of approved on call staff substitutes
Process payroll on a bi-weekly basis
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Pay Source Deductions including Unemployment Insurance Commission (UIC) and
Canada Pension Plan (CPP) to Revenue Canada for all paid staff, monthly.
Complete T4s for each paid employee.
If an employee ends their term of employment for any reason, process their ROE, and
collect any KCCK property (ex. Building keys, manuals, etc.)
For Finances:

Acts as a primary signing officer along with the Board President.
Manage timely collection of child care fees and overdue accounts.
Support families in applying for subsidy, monitoring the status of active applications
and tracking the submission of child subsidy documentation and/or payments on a
monthly basis.
Submit funding proposals to government and foundation funders periodically.
Fill out and monitor grant applications
Secure Board approval for capital purchases.
Maintain the Centres legal and tax documents in the Centre. These will be made
available to Board Executive officers upon request.
Maintain current insurance policies, funding agreements, leases for property and
equipment, and any contracts and keep them on file at the Centre.
Coordinate all fundraising activities throughout the Daycare year including distributing
and collecting materials for fundraisers and recognizing each member’s contribution
to fundraising activities

Manage all operating expenses within the Centre’s budget including:
Keeps accurate accounts of all receipts and disbursements for all Kitscoty Community
Cabin 4 Kids Society and Board-related expenditures.
Track all income and expenditures in Quickbooks and reconcile monthly.
Prepare a monthly financial report and Executive Directors Report for every board
meeting.
Prepare a balanced annual budget and financial report for Board approval, at the end
of each fiscal year.
Submit a Complete Financial Statement at the Annual General Meeting after review by
the Board President
File all necessary financial reports such as: the annual return, amendments to the bylaws
and other incorporating documents with the Corporate Registry.
For Planning:

To Develop an operation plan, a financial plan and a marketing plan for Board inclusion
in the Centre’s Business Plan.
To Maintain high quality standards for Centre operation, ensuring all licensing, and
legal regulations are met.
To manage the application for Centre accreditation and ensure that the status is
maintained once achieved.
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For Organizational Support:
To Model and maintain co-operation and collaboration in work between the Board
and staff.
To Work to incorporate diverse viewpoints and encourage mutual support and
teamwork within the staff group.
To Maintain the Code of Conduct and Confidentiality Guidelines outlined in the Policy
Document for self and staff.
To Abide by the policies and procedures for the Centre, and ensure that staff members
are familiar with both documents.
To Act as ex officio on the Board of Directors.
Attend all Board Meetings.
To Keep private Board business and discussion conducted at Board meetings.
To Commit oneself to honest and ethical practices, and to behave in a businesslike and
professional manner when representing the Centre publicly.
Pick up and sort mail
Submit additions to the Agenda for Board Meetings no less than 2 days prior
Keeps copies of the Daycare’s bylaws and the Boards Policy Statements (Parent
Handbook, etc.)
Authority:
The Board delegates the management of business operations and program delivery functions
to the Executive Director.
The Executive Director has the authority to run the daily operations of the Centre in the most
effective and efficient manner possible.
Accountability:
The Executive Director is accountable to the Board of Directors for overall performance and
management of the Centre.
The Executive Director is also accountable to the parents, staff and the funders for delivering
on promises.
Qualifications:
Optimum: You want to have as many of these as possible in an Executive Director.
Level 3 Child Care certificate
Work experience in a child care centre, minimum two years
Business training or demonstrated managerial skills
People skills
At least two, personally checked out, positive work references.
Nice to have- Although an asset, these are not essential.
Experience administering provincially or federally funded programs
Committee or Board volunteer experience
Accounting or bookkeeping skills
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Group work experience
Prior work in a not for profit, service agency
Personal Qualities
Relates well to children/enjoys being with children
Good communicator, with children and adults (listens and speaks well)
Celebrates differences
Sees the larger picture
Sets realistic goals
Strong work ethic
Makes realistic commitments and follows through on them
Effective problem solver
Takes care of details
Energetic and engaged
Has a zest for life.
Exhibits flexibility
Exhibits consistency and accuracy
Conditions of employment:
An informed knowledge of the Centre Policies and Procedures.
a. A current Security Clearance, a signed Child Protection Pledge, and a signed Confidentiality
Agreement.
b. Current certification in Child Care, First Aid and CPR and Food Handling.
c. A probation period of three months. Confirmation of employment will be sent in writing by
the President of the Board.
d. A performance review instituted by the Board annually. The President will report to the Board
the results of that evaluation and any recommendations coming out of it.
e. If there are recommendations for improvement and after a period of time insufficient
progress has been made with the recommendations, the President will send a letter of
dismissal, recording the reasons, in a letter to the Executive Director.
f. A competitive staff benefits package is provided for Centre staff. All employees are expected
to participate, unless they can demonstrate they are enrolled in another plan through their
partner.
g. Salary will be determined by the Board and paid monthly.
h. Vacation begins at 3 weeks a year, after 12 months employment.
The Executive Director is expected to further adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities Expected
of all Employees” beginning on page 14.
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General Job Responsibilities Expected of All Employees:

All employees must adhere to all Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society’s philosophy, policies,
and procedures.
All employees are responsible for the program planning, working effectively with staff, families
and children, connecting with the community and administrative responsibilities related to the
day to day operation of the Child Care Centre and is responsible for providing leadership in
keeping with the philosophy of the Early Learning Framework in Alberta.
Professional Code of Conduct:
Establish a trusting, respectful, and supportive environment where children, families, and coworkers, are welcome to communicate concerns, ideas, and give feedback.
Maintain professionalism with Child Care Professionals and Executive Director in front of
parents and visitors at all times.
Act in accordance with ethical and professional standards as developed and recognized by
professional organizations.
Be a good representative of Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society and remain loyal to
Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society at all times.
Maintain confidentiality at all times.
The employee must fulfil obligations as stated by their job descriptions.
Respect the rights of others
Respect differences in people, their ideas, and give feedback
Treat each other with dignity and respect at all times, and especially when there is a
disagreement.
Demonstrate honesty and integrity.
Act in accordance with the Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society code of conduct.
Establish partnerships with parents to support them in their role:
Encourage parents to share their experiences and knowledge about their children.
Incorporate suggestions from families into the program.
Provide information about child development to families in an ongoing manner.
Make referrals and access to support agencies as needed.
Provide appropriate information to families about community services and social agencies.
Provide formal and informal information to families about children’s experience in the
program and their developmental progress.
Respond quickly to concerns raised by families.
Regular contact with parents and caregivers.
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Develop Superior Practices through Professional Development and the Accreditation Process
Support and participate in the Accreditation process. It is each staff member’s responsibility
to learn and develop superior practices and always strive towards providing higher levels of
care.
Remain up to date with current Early Learning and Child Care information and requirements.
Evaluate personal practices and change as warranted.
Attend monthly staff meetings.
Develop and pursue professional goals in each evaluation period.
Administration
Assist parents with all required paper work.
Assist the Director with the development and monitoring of the Child Care Centre as a whole.
Ensure adequate records are maintained and compiled for the Director so that they can be
reported to the Board of Directors.
Maintain provincial standards.
Coordinate the use of the program as practicum by Early Learning and Child Care students.
Ensure that all appropriate records are kept on all children in the program.
Attend all staff meetings
Program Development
Coordinate the programming with your fellow Child Care Professionals.
Provide coverage for absent Child Care Professionals when required.
To be aware of, administer and comply with Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society
personnel policies and collective agreement provisions.
Staff to work collaboratively together to maintain a safe and healthy environment for children
and to create a relaxing and welcoming atmosphere.
Encourage parental involvement in the Child Care Centre.
Partake in weekly planning and execution of experiences
Staff will receive payment for planning up to 2 hours per week.
Encourage children to try new things on their own, are responsive to the children’s abilities
and needs for assistance and ensure that children of all abilities can participate in activities.
Prepare and set out all activities and materials needed for the day before the children arrive.
Conduct a daily visual safety inspection of the indoor environment, remove any hazards and
notify the director to ensure that potential hazards are addressed and properly dealt with.
Conduct and document a daily safety inspection of the outdoor environment and its
equipment using the playground checklist to ensure that potential hazards are addressed.
Daily cleaning and maintenance
Public Relations
Promote a positive image of the Child Care Centre to the public
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Maintain adequate liaison with the appropriate agencies, professional association and other
child care programs within the province of Alberta
Be knowledgeable, informed and current on our child care philosophy
Performance Competencies And Criteria
Demonstrate ability to set and meet goals evaluated through ongoing and annual supervisory
feedback.
Demonstrate ability to make informed decisions and to follow through on decisions made.
Demonstrate knowledge of the profession and ability to apply that knowledge in the Centre.
Demonstrate effective communication and interpersonal skills to be evaluated through staff
and client feedback on an ongoing and annual basis.
Demonstrate teamwork with internal and external contacts – being able to work
collaboratively with others.
Demonstrate organizational abilities by maintaining necessary documentation and providing
reports to the director as well as keeping hard copy and electronic files in an orderly fashion.
Demonstrate the ability to be tactful, respectful and polite when dealing with people, and be
able to deal appropriately with people in difficult situations.
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job including but not limited to:
walking, running, kneeling, cleaning, sweeping, mopping, pushing/pulling, lifting up to 20lbs,
changing diapers, and working alone with up to 6 children.
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Program Supervisor:
Department: Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids Society
Respond to: Executive Director and Board of Directors
Subordinate Staff: Employees of the Child Care Centre
Qualifications:
Child Development Supervisor Qualifications Certificate
Current Criminal Record Check, including vulnerable sector search
Current Child Intervention Check
Valid First Aid Certificate
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent organizational skills and initiative
Creative problem-solving skills
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job.

Job Responsibilities:
The Program Supervisor is expected to adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities Expected of all
Employees” beginning on page 14 .
Additional responsibilities include:
Staff Supervision and Program Development
Manage Child Care Professionals effectively to ensure that they work as members of a team,
have input into planning and have opportunities for improving their professional skills.
Coordinate the programming with the Child Care Professionals.
Provide support and direction to Child Care Professionals regarding child development.
Provide feedback and input to the Director for annual appraisals on each caregiver and all
other centre employees.
Assist Director with the hiring process and to make recommendations on staffing.
Facilitate weekly planning meetings
PERFORMANCE COMPETENCIES AND CRITERIA
The Program Supervisor is responsible for to be the liaison with Alberta Child and Family
Services Authority, families, caregivers, sponsoring agencies, etc.
Provide informal and formal information to families about child’s experience in the program
and their developmental progress.
Weekly inventory of craft/activity supplies and purchase supplies only as necessary.
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Work with families to complete the ASQ and ASQ-SE on each child annually or as required.
Assist the Director with the development and monitoring of the Child Care Centre as a whole.
In the event of emergency evacuation will take along the portable records.
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Child Development Supervisor:
Reports to: Program Supervisor and Executive Director
Subordinate Staff: Employees of the Child Care Centre

Qualifications:
Must be certified as Child Development Supervisor (CDS) (level 3) or equivalent as seen by
supervisor
Current Criminal Record Check, including vulnerable sector search
Valid First Aid Certification
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent organizational skills and initiative
Creative problem solving skills
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job
The Child Development Supervisor is expected to adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities
Expected of all Employees” beginning on page 14.
Additional responsibilities include:
Must be certified as child development supervisor (level 3)
Provide support and direction to other staff regarding child development, and the Alberta
flight framework.
In the absence of the Program Supervisor the Child Development Supervisor will perform
those duties.
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Child Development Worker:
Reports to: Program Supervisor and Executive Director

Qualifications:
Child Development Worker (CDW) (level 2) or equivalent as seen by supervisor
Current Criminal Record Check, including vulnerable sector search
Valid First Aid Certification is preferred
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent organizational skills and initiative
Creative problem solving skills
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job
The Child Development Worker is expected to adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities Expected
of all Employees” beginning on page 14.
Additional responsibilities include:
Must be certified as child development worker (level 2)
Actively perusing next level of education (level 3)
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Child Development Assistant:
Reports to: Program Supervisor and Executive Director

Qualifications:
Child Development Assistant (CDA) (level 1) or equivalent as seen by supervisor
Current Criminal Record Check, including vulnerable sector search
Valid First Aid Certification is preferred
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
Excellent organizational skills and initiative
Creative problem solving skills
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job
The Child Development Assistnat is expected to adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities
Expected of all Employees” beginning on page 14.
Additional responsibilities include:
Must be certified as child development assistant (level 1) or equal competency
Actively perusing next level of education (level 2)
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Cook:
Reports to: Program Supervisor and Executive Director

Qualifications:
Must hold a valid Food Sanitation and Hygiene Certificate
Current Criminal Record Check, including vulnerable sector search
Excellent organizational skills and initiative
Must have the physical ability to perform all aspects of the job
Job Responsibilities:
The Cook is expected to adhere to all “General Job Responsibilities Expected of all Employees”
beginning on page 14.
Additional responsibilities include:
Must prepare a two-four week meal plan paying special attention to children’s suggestions,
dietary restrictions and allergies that will be posted for parents and staff.
Prepare morning snack, lunch and afternoon snack
All meals must follow the Canada Food Guide
Serving food in a manner and at a temperature that allows minimal wait time for seated
children before eating.
Serving food in small means of containment that allow children to serve themselves.
Grocery Shopping
Thoroughly cleaning the fridge weekly
Ensuring frozen food is planned to be consumed within the required food quality guidelines
When storing opened food, ensuring all food is labeled, dated and stored accordingly
Maintaining all kitchen records and logs are current and up to date.
Daily cleaning and maintenance of kitchen area
Clean up of meals and dishes
Attend all staff meetings
Staff will receive payment for planning up to 2 hours per week.
In the absence of the Cook, this position may be performed by the Program Supervisor or
Program Alternate Supervisor
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Administrator
Serves as a Director on VP OSC board
Attends all meetings of the Board and has a vote on issues
Acts as primary signing officer along with President for cheques and other documents.
Gives reports to the Board on the financial state of the Daycare at every meeting of the Board
Makes sure all necessary financial reports are filed
Responsible for distributing and collecting materials for different fundraisers.
Works directly with the Registrar in collecting applications for registration - records
membership dues and issues receipts to members
Receive subsidy letters, distribute and monitor forms to parents and submitted for subsidies
Keeps accurate accounts of Board receipts and disbursements for Board-related expenditures.
Writes cheques:
to reimburse individuals for money spent at stores where we do not have accounts set up
for all incoming bills from stores where we do have accounts set up
for all other incidentals – rent, insurance, fundraisers, etc.
to disburse money as directed by the Board
to disburse program director and primary staff wages on the bi-weekly)
to Receiver General
Complete T4s for each paid employee from January 1st to December 31st
Submits Unemployment Insurance Commission (UIC) and Canada Pension Plan (CPP)
payments to Revenue Canada for all paid staff.
Deposit post-dated cheques throughout the year as they come due
Receives and banks all monies due to the organization. For tracking purposes, separately
record and describe transactions in ledger book – do not combine
At the end of each month, complete the monthly ledger book for that month and ensure that
everything balances before continuing
Pick up mail, sort through, and pass on anything that is not to do with the treasurer
Fill out grant applications and monitor
Submits additions to Agenda for Board Meetings no less than 2 days prior
Submits Complete Financial Statement at the Annual General Meeting after review by the
President
Take care of any issues that arise in the administrator’s area i.e.: returned cheques
Carries out duties assigned by the Board
Informs member in writing of an “insufficient funds” cheque
Primary contact for licensing officer to ensure everything is being run by code)
Responsible for distributing and collecting Scholastic Book Orders. Will keep the teacher
informed about how much is available to be spent with Bonus Coupons. It is up to the Vice
President how he/she wants to deal with cash orders received from Scholastic.
Keeps copies of the Daycare’s bylaws and the Boards Policy Statements (Parent Handbook,
etc.)
Signs official documents of the organization as required. This includes signing cheques if
necessary.
Files the annual return, amendments to the bylaws and other incorporating documents with the
Corporate Registry
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Provides an inventory list to be posted at the Daycare (to keep all necessary supplies on hand
at all times). This list is to be updated every year by the Administrator with advice from the
Program Director.
regularly checks (every week) the inventory and craft list at the Daycare and purchase supplies
needed
Purchases all supplies needed for the Fundraiser. The member is to deliver the supplies to the
appropriate place stated by Fundraising Coordinator(s)
All receipts from purchasing any supplies are to be given to the Director or put in the
Treasurer’s mailbox as soon as possible as this will avoid any misplaced money.
Submits additions to Agenda for Board Meetings no less than 2 days prior
Keeps up to date, staff files, children’s files, certificates for the building, staff licensing, staff
certificates, criminal checks, fire and health
Coordinates major fundraising events and delegates appropriate tasks to individual members
of the Board
Coordinates all fundraising activities throughout the Daycare year.
Recognizes each member’s contribution to fundraising activities
Orients the new Administrator
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Staffing Orientation Process

Revised Date: December 2013
Revised Date: March 2015
Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revised Date: July 2019

Developed: August 2011

All staff members will receive a KCCK/ VP OSC Educators Handbook which will include the
policies and procedures. During staff orientation, these will be looked at in depth and any
questions will be answered. Staff at KCCK are required to maintain staff/child ratios in respect to
licensing regulations. Staff must be certified as a Child Development Supervisor (level 3), child
development worker (level 2), or a child development assistant (level 1). It is required that 1 in 2
staff members holds a valid child care first aid certificate and that at least one certified staff is on
the premises at all times. The Program Director will adhere to Policies and Procedures and act as
a role model for new staff.
Staff will receive proper training regarding Emergency Procedures and correct use/and placement
of fire extinguishers throughout the facility during orientation. Staff is required to sign a form
acknowledging they have completed and understand both procedures and policies. This form will
be placed in their employee file and reviewed annually.
All staff have a current signed job description that includes the qualifications and expectations and
they are to be familiar with, and understand and are expected to job expectations and implement
them consistently. that Each staff member has a clear professional development plan and are held
accountable to their goals and professional development plans. Staff are encouraged to share
information gained from their professional development activity. Staff are provided with
opportunities to participate in the decision-making and are involved in their job review process.
Every new staff member will be given a 2 week shadow period with a senior staff member, and a
3 month probationary period. These periods are an opportunity for the new staff member to work
collaboratively with the Program Supervisor, Executive Director, and other primary caregivers, to
learn, question, practice and become familiar with their job requirements and the KCCK policies
and expectations.
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Staff and Volunteer Screening Process
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2015
Revised Date: May 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Reviewed Date: July 2019

Copy of a current criminal record and vulnerable sector check (that is no more than 6 months
old) is required within 8 weeks of start date (and required every 3 years after) for all staff and
volunteers with unsupervised access to children.
No staff shall have unsupervised access to children without a current criminal/vulnerable
sector check.
Volunteers will not have unsupervised access to children until a criminal/vulnerable sector
check has been completed.
All new staff will undergo an interview conducted by the Program Supervisor/ Director and
relevant board members.
References will be required and checked.
A minimum probationary period (at least 2-4 weeks) prior to being left alone with children.
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Policies and Procedures
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Reviewed Date: July 2019

KCCK Policies and Procedures will be communicated to staff and parents during initial
orientation to the program by the Program Director.
Each staff member will receive the KCCK/VP OSC Educators Handbook and parents the
Parent Handbook, which will outline our Policies and Procedures in detail.
It is the role of the Program Director to ensure all Policies and Procedures are maintained
throughout the program and to act as a role model for staff and parents
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Supervision Policy

Developed: |August 2011

Revised Date: June 2016
Revised Date: Nov 2016
Revised Date: April 2017
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids has a duty to provide effective supervision both indoors and
outdoors to meet the safety, health and developmental needs of the children we provide care for.
Effective supervision requires a number of elements including:

Indoor Procedures:

Following the policies and procedures that outline supervision practices for the program
Reviewing policies on a regular basis with staff, including care givers, particularly when
there are programming changes (when enrollment increases)
Recording the actual arrival and departure times of children, including their arrival or
departure from field trips and off site excursions.
Using a consistent system during head count or roll call (during transitions, enter or leave the
classroom)
Establish simple rules (ex. Classroom Rules: Looking Eyes, Listening Ears, Inside Voices,
Gentle Hands, and Walking Feet.)
Maintain staff to child ratios at all times
Maintain awareness of the physical environment.
Conduct regular safety checks of the program premises indoor equipment to remove hazards,
document using the appropriate checklist.
Position equipment and arrange the environment to allow caregivers supervision of the
children’s play, rest and toilet areas.
Know which individuals are authorized to pick-up a child from the program in place of a
parent.
Notice When children arrive and leave the program, ensureing that both arrival and departure
times are recorded accurately
Remember Know where emergency medications, first aid kits, and emergency contact
numbers are kept
Monitor children at all times.
Directing and closely monitoring children when carrying out activities that may involve
some risk such as playing near water, near doorways or during transition times when children
may gather in large groups
Observing play and anticipating what may happen next in order to provide caregivers with
the opportunity to assist children and intervene in the event of potential danger.
Listening closely to children even those that are not in the caregivers’ direct line of sight
(such as those in outdoor play spaces or areas where children nap)
Positioning staff to allow for the supervision of the entire group of children
Monitoring children’s health to identify early signs of fever, illness, or unusual behavior
Watching and participating in children’s play to ensure that children are playing in a safe
manner.
Phone use is restricted to emergency use only when in direct care.
Should a child fail to show up at KCCK, staff will immediately try to contact the parents to
confirm the child’s attendance.
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Outdoor Procedures:
Following the policies and procedures that outline supervision practices for the program
Reviewing policies on a regular basis with staff, including care givers, particularly when
there are programming changes (changes in season)
Recording the actual arrival and departure times of children, including their arrival or
departure from field trips and off-site excursions.
Using a consistent system during head count or roll call (during transitions, enter or leave the
classroom or enter or leave a vehicle)
Establish simple rules
Maintain staff to child ratios at all times
Maintain awareness of the physical environment.
Conduct regular safety checks of the program premises both indoor and outdoor and
equipment to remove hazards, document using the appropriate checklist.
Position equipment and arrange the environment to allow caregivers supervision of the
children’s play, rest and toilet areas.
Know which individuals are authorized to pick-up a child from the program in place of a
parent.
Notice When children arrive and leave the program, ensureing that both arrival and departure
times are recorded accurately
Remember Know where emergency medications, first aid kits, and emergency contact
numbers are kept
Monitor children at all times.
Directing and closely monitoring children when carrying out activities that may involve
some risk such as playing near water, near doorways or during transition times when children
may gather in large groups
Observing play and anticipating what may happen next to provide caregivers with the
opportunity to assist children and intervene in the event of potential danger.
Listening closely to children even those that are not in the caregivers’ direct line of sight
(such as those playing on top of an outdoor climbing structure and others playing
underneath)
Positioning staff to allow for the supervision of the entire group of children
Monitoring children’s health to identify early signs of fever, illness, or unusual behavior
Watching and participating in children’s play to ensure that children are playing in a safe
manner.
Phone use is restricted to emergency use only when in direct care.
The above elements will be monitored by the Program Director/Program Supervisor to ensure
staff compliance. Ongoing reviews of program supervision will be conducted to ensure the
highest quality of supervision. This policy will be communicated to staff through the KCCK/VP
OSC Educators Handbook and orientation with strategies for effective supervision.
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Child Guidance

Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: March 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Child guidance will be communicated to our parents through The Parent Handbook, which will
outline our guidance policy. During parent orientation child guidance policies will be
communicated to the parents by the Program Director. All parents will be required to sign a
waiver stating that they have read the parent handbook and that the program director has
answered any questions they may have toward the guidance policy.
Staff will have an orientation in which they will receive the KCCK/VP OSC Early Childhood
Educators Handbook. This handbook will clearly outline acceptable child guidance practices.
The Program Director will communicate the guidance policies to new staff and provide
supervision and model appropriate guidance behaviours for all staff to ensure the maintenance of
the policies and procedures.
When developmentally, appropriate children will be involved in setting the room rules. Clear
limitations will be communicated to the children by the primary childcare staff in a
developmentally appropriate way. Staff will model appropriate behaviours for children.
The first aspect of child guidance falls upon the staff to actively engage children and limit
problematic situations. This means having a large availability of toys, smaller group sizes and
clear and understood limitations. Such limitations will focus on the safety of all children and
staff members. When a problematic behaviour does arise, the staff will acknowledge the
behaviour (“Sally* I see you are standing on the chair.”) and then state a concern for that
behaviour, (I’m worried that you could fall down and hurt yourself”). Acknowledging the
child’s feelings will help them to feel understood and that they matter. Staff will be expected to
speak to children at their level. Only in situations where the safety of a child or staff member is
compromised will a thinking time be used. This time may occur inside the room in a designated
“safe spot” or outside the room in a designated area this will allow the child to calm down upon
which a staff member will speak to the child about the behaviour and when developmentally
appropriate, mediate and facilitate problem solving solutions. Reinforcing good behaviours will
give children a sense of accomplishment and positive self-esteem.
Child discipline action taken, must be reasonable in circumstance. Under no circumstances are
any forms of physical degradation or emotional deprivation is not allowed. Staff are to ensure
children will not be denied or threatened denial of any basic necessity and must not permit the
use of any form of physical restraint, confinement or isolation.
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Behavior Management Policy

Review Date: June 2016

Developed: March 2016

Review Date: June 2015
Revised Date: Dec 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

We believe in a loving environment that respects the individuality of each child. We find through
effective communication and a challenging program, children are happy and cooperative. By
recognizing children’s differences in age, temperament, and experiences, and offering a program that
sets limits, children’s behaviour becomes more manageable.
A variety of approaches will be used to help the children learn self‐control. These include:
a. Patiently reminding children of limits when needed.
b. Role modeling appropriate behaviour.
c. Ignore (observe but do not engage) behaviour when inappropriate.
d. Providing choices for children to facilitate problem solving.
e. Positive redirection when possible.
Removing the child from the situation to give them the opportunity to relax will be used with
careful consideration. Removing the child will not be used as a punishment and the child will be
treated with respect and dignity. This final stage is considered restrictive and must be authorized
by the Executive Director and/or Program Supervisor. The alternative setting will be comfortable
and relaxing and be used until the child is ready to return to their group. Words of encouragement
will be provided with support in facilitating the child to regain self‐control.
There will never be a need to be physically rough with the child. Hitting, spanking, slapping,
biting, shaking or squeezing a child is not permitted. Such behaviour will result in immediate
dismissal.
EACH STAFF MEMBER MUST SIGN THIS PRIOR TO EMPLOYMENT
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Inclusive Child Care Program
Developed: April 2019

Revise Date: July 2019

Our program is inclusive of all people, families, and children. We celebrate all things that make us
unique. Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids ensures the inclusion of all children so that they may
achieve their full developmental and learning potential.
We work to collaboratively complete Ages and Stages Questionnaires (ASQ), and ASQ-SE (Social
and Emotional) assessments with parents/caregivers every six months yearly ASQ and ASQ-SE as a
screening tool that we use to monitor developmental milestones to and it can help us identify if
referral support services are necessary.
If, after completing an ASQ and ASQ-SE, any section shows reason that additional tools and
support for development may be required, the Program Supervisor (P.S.), and Executive Director
(E.D.) will discuss the results with the parents/caregiver of the child. Parents will be asked to
complete an ASQ, and ASQ-SE on their child at home and the two results will be compared and
discussed. Our responsibility is to help every child reaches their full potential. When developmental
delays are evaluated, the P.S. or E.D. will submit an ICC referral to our licensing officer, who will
get us in contact with local support programs who will to further evaluate and provide us with tools,
resources and support systems.
If support is already in place for the child (ex. Occupational Therapist, Speech Pathologist, etc.)
KCCK will provide the parent with a Permission to Share Information form to sign. This will allow
the P.S. and E.D. the ability to contact the support professionals directly, in order to access tools,
and resources to create an individual support plan.
Who does ICC provide support to?
Inclusive consultants work collaboratively with parents/caregivers, and KCCK staff to provide onsite support and programming resources for children who may be experiencing difficulties and/or
developmental delays.
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Anti-Bullying Policy
Developed: March 2015

Review Date: June 2016
Review Date: June 2015
Revise Date: March 2018
Revised Date: July 2019

The program provides a safe and caring environment for children where they feel they can express
their feelings. If a child is being bullied, they are encouraged to speak to a staff member. The
center adamantly discourages bullying. Children who are culpable of bullying behaviour will be
disciplined according to center policy. It is every individual’s right within the program to be free
of bullying. Staff will intervene when aggressive actions or bullying occurs.
Bullying is defined as: behaving in a cruel and/or overbearing manner especially to smaller or
weaker people (example: child A telling child B to give him his snack or he is going to get
punched).
Anyone and everyone who observes or experiences bullying is responsible to discourage the
perpetrator from the unacceptable behaviour. Also, the bullying incident must then be reported to
the supervisor and an incident report must be completed.
The severity and seriousness of the incident will be determined based on the victim and
witness(es) reports. No bullying incidents will be ignored and in each case the child conducting
the bullying will be disciplined based on the level of severity (i.e. informally talking to the child
conducting the bullying along with inviting him/her to remedy the situation, discussing the
incident with child conducting the bullying and their parent(s), temporary or permanent exclusion
of the child conducting the bullying from the program). Careful monitoring of subsequent
behaviours will occur following a bullying incident.
This policy will be evaluated on an annual basis.
Bullying Procedures:
Bully will be asked to reflect on his actions as a consequence of the bullying behavior
Staff will explain to the bully what bullying is and that it’s not acceptable and is a safety
issue (See bullying info on bulletin board)
Staff will guide the bully towards respectful and empathetic behavior
Staff will explain to the child bullied the goals of bullying and how to focus on their own
self-esteem and self-worth
Staff will assist the children in following problem-solving steps.
To prevent the bullying behaviour, staff is to model respectful interactions with both adults
and children. When setting rules and expectations, staff are to consider the child’s age and
ability.
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Review Date: June 2016
Review Date: June 2015
Revised Date: Dec 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Inclusion and Diversity
Developed: March 2015
Developed:

Staff ensure opportunities are provided that allow children to use their own abilities, skills and
talents. Staff encourage children to try new things on their own, are responsive to the children’s
abilities and needs for assistance, staff ensure that children of all abilities can participate in
activities. A variety of inclusive activities and materials are provided; program activities are
modified to accommodate different abilities. Cultural heritage is part of the programming, and
that children and families are invited to share cultural traditions, celebrations and unique
qualities.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date : Nov 2016
Revised Date: Dec 2016
Review Date: July 2019

Rest Policy
Developed: March 2015

Licensing and the center feel rest time is an important element in a child’s daily
schedule. Children are encouraged to play quietly on their mats while staff clean up from lunch
and prep quiet time activities for approx. 30 min. At this time, children that are still awake will be
offered quiet activities, can help staff with tasks or when staff and the other room are available
non-nappers can be separated from nappers until the sleeping children are awake. Every child will
be given the opportunity to rest/nap. We will take all parents requests into consideration and try
our best to meet all family’s needs. Kinder children do not nap unless requested by a parent.
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Sanitary Procedure Policy

Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2016
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

Each mat will be disinfected after each use.
Each child will have an individual blanket and toy.
Blankets and toys will be laundered weekly or as required.
Proper hygiene procedures will be followed at all times by the staff and children.
Diapering routine will follow the diapering policy which is posted in diapering area.
Hand washing before serving snack and meals for staff and children.
Hand washing or hand sanitizer after sand / water play and play dough
Hand washing or sanitizer after nose wiping or coughing.
Hand washing of staff and children’s hands whenever hands are soiled (dirty).
After three uses of sanitizer hand must be washed with soap and water.
Tables disinfected before and after meals.
Room cleaning schedule to be followed and completed daily
Staff must wash hands before administering medication.
***Hand sanitizer is used by staff not children***
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Manner of Feeding
Developed: March 2015

Review Date: March 2018
Review Date: June 2015
Review Date: July 2019

Children must be seated while eating and drinking to ensure safety.
No beverages are provided to children while napping.
Childcare professionals will eat with children to promote healthy eating habits and encourage
social interactions
Children will be allowed an adequate amount of time to enjoy meals and snacks. (20-30 min)
We do not enforce a time limit for eating. The children are encouraged to eat at their own
pace, and to eat the quantity that they wish until they are full.
Children will be expected to clear their own spot (where developmentally appropriate)
Sippy cups or bottles will not be provided to children in cribs or on mats.
Children will be encouraged to serve and feed themselves using proper utensils (where
developmentally appropriate)
Children are encouraged but not forced to try new foods.
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Dental Health

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: August 2011

Staff will assist children to brush their teeth after lunch to promote a healthy lifestyle.
All parents will be required to provide their children with a new tooth brush for the center
labeled with their child’s name.
KCCK will provide toothpaste for the children. Parents may bring their own toothpaste
(clearly labeled with child’s name) for their children if they choose.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Planning Policy

Developed: March 2015

Revise Date: July 2019

KCCK staff are responsible for planning daily developmentally appropriate experiences for the
children. Staff will use current and developmentally appropriate resources to aid in the planning
process. Staff will be paid for planning time up to 2 hours per week. Input from children regarding
their interests, backgrounds, preferences, needs and abilities will be requested, documented and
used in the planning process. Staff will provide children with opportunities to develop leadership
skills, and programming will support the children’s understanding of safety issues and awareness
of the community. Staff are to observe and support children in initiating, planning and following
through on their activities.
Transitions are consistent yet allow for flexibility to meet the individual needs of children who
need additional support. and that Toys and equipment will reflect the ages, interests and abilities
of the children.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revised Date: Dec 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Toileting Routine

Developed: August 2011

Review Date: July 2019

Policy:
Staff will take cues from the child and family on toileting and developmental readiness. If the
child is displaying readiness (asking to sit on toilet, etc.) care providers will discuss with parents.
When a child is in the toilet training process, staff will use a minimum of a one-hour reminder
alarm and take the children to the bathroom to try to reduce accidents (If a smaller duration of
time is requested for reminders by a parent or guardian, staff will do their best to accommodate
the request).
*Note: It can be incredibly frustrating and confusing for a child to begin the toileting process
before developmental readiness. We want your child to have success, not feel failure. If you have
any questions or concerns, please consult with our highly-trained staff.
Experience has shown that children respond well to being placed directly in underwear rather than
“training pants”. Please feel free to leave a large supply of clean underwear and pants during the
toileting process. Children will be prompted to sit on the toilet during regular bathroom times
throughout the day. Success will be celebrated!
No closed-door policy
Children will be assisted by primary caregiver.
Hand washing is mandatory
As suggested by Alberta Health Services, staff are advised not to rinse soiled clothing. This
is to reduce the spread of bacteria. It will be placed in a bag for pick up by the parent.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revised Date: Dec 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Reviewed: July 2019

Diapering

Developed: August 2011

Policy:
Diapering will only be conducted by staff with valid criminal record check and take place in the
diapering area. Parents are responsible for providing a supply of diapers, diaper cream and
wipes. KCCK will supply generic wipes when available.

Procedure:
Collect all necessary items
Wash hands with soap and water
Put on gloves if necessary
Place child on diaper changing station and buckle when available (Child will never be left
unattended)
Remove soiled diaper and cleanse area with wet wipe
Apply diaper cream if necessary
Dress in new diaper and clothing (if necessary).
Wash child’s hands
Staff wash hands
Cleanse diaper changing station with a disinfecting bleach solution
Make entry in HiMama.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Review Date: July 2019

Physical Activity

Developed: August 2011

Children will spend at least 30 minutes twice a day (weather permitting) outside enjoying gross
motor play within the fenced playground or surrounding area adjacent to the KCCK building. If
weather does not permit (-25 including wind-chill or + 30 degrees Celsius) gross motor
experiences will be provided indoors.
Children must be dressed appropriately for the weather
Refrain from sending scarves or mittens on strings, as these become a choking hazard.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: March 2018

Outdoor Play Space
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: July 2019

Facilities:
Fully equipped, 334 square meters of fenced, developmentally appropriate, outdoor play
space.
Area includes: repositionable picnic tables, a grassy area and pea gravel under the equipment
for safety and hygiene.
Gates will remain closed at all times
All outdoor play structures will comply with current CSA Standards. The outdoor play area is to
be kept free of toxic plants and pesticides. Should a toxic plant be found it is to be removed
manually. Outdoor Safety and Maintenance Checklist is to be done daily, if it is too cold to go out
that day it is to be documented as such. Otherwise, the checklist is to be done each day before the
children are brought outside. Once a page is complete it is to be placed in the Safety Folder
located in the office. When sandbox is not in use, it must be covered with supplied cover. At the
end of each playground excursion sandbox cover must be firmly fitted to ensure covering is secure
and all toys put away to ensure safety and care of equipment and toys.
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Sunscreen and Bug Spray Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

Parents may either supply their own bug spray and/or sunscreen, or parents may sign an
authorization form allowing daycare providers to apply The other option is to sign‐up and use
daycare generic brands.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: May 2017
Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: July 2015
Revise Date: July 2019

Nutrition

Developed: August 2011

To ensure nutritional eating, lunch and two snacks will be provided by the KCCK and are
included in monthly fees
Nut Aware Facility
Any dietary restrictions or allergies will be clearly posted with a picture of the child or staff
member in the kitchen and in the primary play room and will be continually updated.
Meals and snacks will follow Canada Food Guide. Snacks will have a minimum of 2 food
groups and Lunch will consist of a minimum of 3 4 food groups.
Children will be included in meal/snack preparation and planning on a regular basis
Families will be consulted on menu planning and encouraged to follow the Canada Food
Guide at home
Morning Snack will be provided between 9:00 and 9:30 am.
Lunch at 11:30 - 12:00 pm
Afternoon snack at 3:00 pm or upon children waking up.
In the event the parent provides food (breakfast, lunch or a snack) from home, it will be
required of them to use and adhere to the Canada Food Guide. KCCK will ensure the meal
is healthy and will supplement if needed.
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Food Preparation and Sanitation
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Staff responsible for food preparation will require a valid Food Handling and Safety Certificate.
and required to create Weekly meal plans are to be posted for parents and staff.
Until food is ready to serve it must be kept in the appropriate state (hot in oven, cold in fridge) in
accordance with the Food Handling and Safety Procedures Handbook located in the office. All
dishes are to be removed from the room after each snack or lunch. They are to be washed either
using the 3-sink sanitizing method or the industrial dishwasher provided.
To reduce cross contamination all garbage is to be kept in a closed container which will be
emptied nightly at minimum. Garbage containers are also to be bleached weekly.
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Food Delivery Policy
Developed: April 2017

Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Appropriate supervision will be used when bringing hot food into the room.
When possible, room staff will have children seated at either the tables or on the circle time
carpets while food is brought into the room.
When feasible staff will utilize 3 tables with separate serving dishes. A staff member will also sit
at each table to direct proper manners and eating behaviors during snacks and lunches.
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Open Door Policy

Revised Date: May 2017
Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

At KCCK and VP OSC we have an open-door policy, if at any time during regular hours of
operation parents have anything they wish to discuss, any questions or concerns, they may book
a time to speak to a staff member in the room, the Executive Director, or the Program
Supervisor.
If the question or concern is not resolved please refer to our Parent Grievance/Complaint Policy.
If at any time a staff member or board member has a question or concern, they may book a time
to contact the Executive Director via their personal cell number.
Parents are welcome to come into the Centre at any time during business hours to spend time
with their children.
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Communication Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

The program requires that ongoing communication occurs on a regular basis between staff
(communication binder), families (HiMama), children, and daycare administration (email and
verbal). This ensures that all stakeholders are well-informed about the program.
Staff acknowledge children, respond attentively and show interest when the children communicate
with them. Staff seek out meaningful interactions and conversations with each child, encouraging
children to express their feelings, needs and desires. Staff will show the children that they can
actively communicate their feelings without fear of being interrupted. Staff greet children as they
enter the program, ask them about their day, check to see how they are feeling, etc. When
children have stories to tell, staff stop, listen, and respond in a positive manner. During play and
activities, staff are actively engaged with the children as appropriate and are available to the
children at all times.
The staff meet with the children prior to planning for the upcoming weeks. At that time, the staff
will obtain feedback from the children as to what activities, projects or special activities they
would like to see happen. This will assist in the children's emotional development by reinforcing
that their opinion matters, thereby increasing their self-esteem. Information from the children will
be recorded in HiMama and through pedagogical documentation. This information will be used
for upcoming planning.
The program offers the parents an orientation and parent handbook in order to establish an
understanding of what the program offers their child/children and to create a positive relationship
between the child's/children's family and the program. Families are informed of program
components that directly affect them through the handbook, letters sent home, a monthly
newsletter, HiMama or the bulletin boards.
Each day, staff will have conversations with parent(s)/guardian(s) and the children about their day,
their home life, and any program information. This kind of communication is intended to create
positive and respectful relationships where the children and the parent(s)/guardian(s) will be
encouraged to communicate their feelings, any issues that arise, and their cultural
experiences/preferences. The program will provide access to any information and community
resources to the families on the bulletin board.
Parents will be asked to complete surveys on an annual basis, evaluating the program and giving
feedback in order that the program can better serve their family's needs. This survey may be done
anonymously, if desired.
Any documentation pertaining to the child is retained to the child's individual file. This
information is available to the parent(s)/guardian(s). Child-specific information is shared only
with parental consent.
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The daycare administration Executive Director and Program Supervisor operate the program. The
staff and the daycare administration Executive Director/Program Supervisor communicate and
share information daily. For example, speaking to the program director supervisor about issues
that have arisen in the program. Issues and concerns are addressed in a timely manner. Staff are
aware of daycare sponsored events through weekly daycare/ VP OSC joint staff meetings.
Staff communicate with one another verbally on a daily basis. A communication log is used
between parents, office, and staff. Staff are kept informed about changes to program delivery,
child care best practice, and government information that will directly affect them through verbal
communication with the Program Director, staff memos, staff meetings, and the bulletin board.
VP OSC staff are invited to the daycare staff meetings which are conducted on a regular basis. At
these meetings, the program provides staff with opportunities to give input and participate in
decision-making. Minutes are recorded at all meetings and are given to staff.
The program supports and encourages professional development for all staff. Workshop
opportunities will be shared with staff. Staff are encouraged to share information gained from
their professional development activity.
As necessary, the Program Supervisor and/or Executive Director sits down with staff to review
their job performance. Every three months, staff will meet with the Executive Director and/or
Program Supervisor to evaluate performance and review/create short-term and long-term goals.
A formal staff evaluation will be conducted by the Executive Director and/or Program
Supervisor on an annual basis. At the same time, staff will be asked to fill out a self-evaluation
detailing how they feel they are doing.
Goals are outlined in the program’s Accreditation Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP). Timelines
for goals will be reasonable and dates of completion will be recorded on the QEP. Goals set will
consider program’s philosophy, resources and other circumstances impacting the program.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Contact Information
Developed: March 2015

Phone 780-846-2228
General Email:
admin@cabin4kids.org
After hour Email: afterhours@cabin4kids.org
Confidential Email: director@cabin4kids.org
Website address:
www.cabin4kids.org
It can be difficult to get a hold of staff during work hours as it is our policy for staff to be engaged
with children when in direct supervision. We ask that you leave a message and we will return
your phone call as promptly as possible.
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Social Media Policy

Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: October 2016

As best practices, our center focuses on professionalism and appropriate communication with
children, parents, executive, stakeholders and the community. Our desire is to respect each family
and their situations so they feel safe in this program. As an employee, you represent our center and
are expected to respect the families, staff, executive, and stakeholders in our community that are
in our program, poor representation of this reflects on you and the center.
Our program understands that every family is different, what might be okay for one family may
not be okay for another family. As professionals, we understand that what we say and do and how
we present it can affect our integrity and the confidence that our families have in us as childcare
workers.

Procedure:
Posting of confidential information or identifying information (such as names, specific family
information or situations, contracts held with special services that are child specific) from the
program, child and family information through social media (Facebook, MySpace, Twitter,
Etc.) is prohibited and it may result in disciplinary action or be terminated with the discretion
of the Director.
As part of best practices, having parents on your Facebook page is discouraged. Families do
not need to know your daily routines and comments and it may cause unfair judgments on the
center staff or families. Part of this job causes you to be in the public eye, but our families do
not need to know your personal business.
Using social media to comment on the programs activities and daily routines in a positive, nonspecific manner is to the discretion of the staff however, if by these posts families feel
threatened or unsafe, staff will be asked to refrain from comments. Remember not all families
feel safe when they see information displayed and communicated in this way.
Students may use non-specific information and observations for their projects and fall subject
to all policies of the Program.
Executive members are accountable to the policy and procedures of the Program. Lack of
thereof will result in the member to step down from their position.

Parents:
Posting of confidential information or identifying information (such as names, specific family
information or situations, contracts held with special services that are child specific) from the
program, child and family information through social media (Facebook, MySpace, Twitter,
Etc.) is prohibited and it may result in immediate termination of your child from the program.
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Using social media to comment on the programs activities and daily routines in a negative,
threatening, defamatory or unsafe manner, may result in immediate termination of your child
from the program. Please refer to our Parent Grievance/Complaint Policy for steps on dealing
with your grievance or complaint in a productive an appropriate manner.
Posting of pictures taken at the center that contain other children from the center is prohibited.
Remember not all families feel safe when they see information and pictures displayed and
communicated in this way.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Technology Policy
Developed: March 2015

Review Date: July 2019

The use of technology is monitored to ensure it is related to the program outcomes and is
appropriate for the ages and abilities of the children in the program, and media play is limited.
Up-to-date resources are made available to staff to ensure best practices, staff ensure the program
is responsive to the diverse needs of the children and families it serves, and that they are informed
of program components that directly affect them. Staff have the opportunity to access specialized
knowledge and resources in regard to diversity and inclusion.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Pesticide Policy

Developed: December 2013

Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids shall not use any pesticides in their outdoor play area. Any
areas that have had pesticide applied shall be avoided for 24 hours unless otherwise specified.
Should there be any concerns employees are to contact Pest Management Regulatory Agency
(PMRA) 800-267-6315.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Electrical Cords Policy
Developed: December 2013

All electrical cords must be out of reach from children or taped down to prevent harm to the child.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Appliance Maintenance Policy

Review Date: July 2019

Developed: December 2013

All appliances within the building must meet safety requirements as outlined in their
manufacturer’s manual. Manuals are to be kept until said appliance is removed from the facility.
Should an appliance require repair or maintenance the Executive Director and or Program
Supervisor must be informed immediately so to take appropriate actions.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Aerosol Use Policy

Developed: December 2013

No aerosols shall be kept or used in the play area while the children are present. Aerosols used in
the staff bathroom (air freshener) or kitchen (ie cooking spray) must be kept in an above cupboard.
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Floor Coverings Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: December 2013

Any floor covering must have a nonskid material underneath the mat (i.e. Entrance rug, circle mat,
car center mat, etc.)
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Non-Toxic Art & Crafts Supplies Policy
Developed: December 2013

Review Date: June 2016
Revised Date: Mar 2017
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

All art and craft supplies used must be made up of non-toxic materials.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Smoking Policy

Developed: August 2011

No staff member shall smoke at any time or place that child care is being provided. We ask that
all staff and parents set healthy examples for the children in our care. No person can smoke on the
program premises.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revised: December 2017

Parental Involvement Policy
Developed: August 2011

Revised: July 2019

It is very important to have positive parental involvement in all aspects of our program. Parents
provide the vital insight to their children’s lives which allow our staff to create a program that
works for the whole family. We welcome all input.
To continue this open communication, we ask you to attend we hold two annual events: A Parent
Orientation Night held late summer/early fall and our Annual General Meeting (AGM) which is
held every March. Although, attendance at these 2 meetings is mandatory the hours do not count
towards the yearly volunteer hours.
As members of the society, parents are required to participate in the activities of the Daycare
including fundraising. Each family is obligated to volunteer 12 hours per year (March 15 – March
15) these hours will be prorated the first year, based on your start month. Each hour’s monetary
value is $100.00. Any volunteer hours not completed by the March 15 date, will be billed on your
April monthly invoice. Until payment is made in full your child will not be able to continue
attending the centre.
Examples include:
Fundraising
Working at KCCK events
Selling tickets, goods, etc
Handy Work/manual labour
Serving on the Board of Directors
Serving as a committee member, attending committee meetings
Attending the Annual General Meeting
Visiting the center to share your experiences/customs/traditions with the children
Helping at weekend workshops
Completing annual surveys and evaluations for the center and its staff.
Why we need you to volunteer:
This is an Alberta Child Care Accreditation Standard.
Outcomes for the community
High quality child care programs engage in positive relationships with community organizations
and involve their community partners and stakeholders in program evaluation processes. The
well-being of children and families are strengthened when these partnerships extend to related
human service providers in the community, including other professional support.

Information will be sent out via HiMama, email and/or located on the
information board at the entrance to the center.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Change of information
Developed: March 2015

Revise Date: July 2019

The parent(s) agree to notify the center immediately if there are changes in address, telephone
numbers, doctors, or employers, medical issues or allergies.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Pick Up & Drop Off Policy
Developed: August 2011

Children may only be removed from premises by Parent, Authorized Persons on KCCK
registration form or Emergency Contacts.
Parent written notification will be required for the dismissal of their child with anyone other
than the parent. The individual picking up the child must provide a safe word, and ID.
Parents must walk their child into the day care and greet with the staff.
If there is a custody order or other such court order that prohibits any parent/person from
contacting/picking up the child, a copy of this order MUST be kept at the daycare for
“enforceability”.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015

Late Pick Up Policy
Developed: August 2011

Revised: July 2019

Parents are asked to pick up their children by 6:00 pm. Pick-up after 6:00pm will not be tolerated
and will result in an additional fee of $10.00 for the first 10 minutes late and $5 per min after the
first 10 minutes will be charged thereafter. paid directly to the staff member kept waiting.
Although allowances will be made for emergencies and unforeseen hazardous weather, it is the
parents responsibility to inform the centre immediately should this happen. This fee must be paid
immediately or upon the return of the child to the program. The Late pick up form will be filled
out and signed by both the staff member and parent. It will then remain in the child’s folder. This
will be strictly enforced after the 1st offence. Habitual late pick up will result in a letter sent home
to the parents.
Time will be calculated using clocks at the Centre an online digital clock. Violation of the late
fee policy may, at the absolute discretion of the Centre, result in termination of childcare
services. If a child is left past 6:00pm without notification from parents, all attempts will be
made to contact the parents and emergency contacts for immediate pick-up. If no contact can be
made by 6:15pm, Police Services and/or Family and Children's Services will be notified.
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Refund Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Developed: March 2015

Revise Date: July 2019

KCCK does not give refunds for scheduled days that are missed days. The initial $50.00 registration
fee is non‐refundable.
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Revised: March 2017
Revise Date: March 2018

Babysitting Policy

Developed: November 2016

Review Date: July 2019

We ask the parents/guardians of the children enrolled at the Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids,
PLEASE, do not ask Day Care staff to provide babysitting services outside of the centre, in their
home or elsewhere.
The staff of Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids are certified, Early Childhood Educators, employed
by Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids.
Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids does not provide afterhours care, and with the advice of Legal
Professionals, any individual employed by Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids is prohibited from
providing babysitting services to families of enrolled children as well as soliciting babysitting
position to others while on the job.
Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids employees are also prohibited from taking children off of the
daycare premises, outside of regular scheduled Day Care activities such as: scheduled field trips,
walks to the park or neighborhood walks.
Contravention of this policy may result in significant consequences (termination) for the Staff and
Parents who do not comply with this policy.
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Parent Grievance/Complaint Policy
Developed: December 2013

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: July 2019

In the case where the parent has a complaint about the daycare services offered, the matter should
be resolved by addressing the issue with the Director.
If the matter or issue cannot be resolved through this avenue, the parents should direct the
complaint in writing to the board and a meeting will be scheduled at earliest convenience
In the case of a grievance and the parent feels the matter has not been resolved to his/her
satisfaction, the matter should be reported to the Regional Child Care Licensing Authority for the
Licensing Officer to investigate.
Parents and staff are also encouraged to submit anonymous feedback through our website at
(www.cabin4kids.org), HiMama or our suggestion box located in the front entrance. Facebook
messenger, email, or our annual survey.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

What We Provide
Developed: March 2015

Morning Snack will be provided at 9:00 – 9:30 am.
Lunch at 11:30 - 12:00 pm
Afternoon snack will be provided at 3:00 pm or upon children waking up.
Four-week menu plan
Bibs and face clothes
Generic sunscreen, bug spray, toothbrushes and toothpaste
A wide variety of toys & programming to encourage learning through play
A wide variety of open ended craft supplies
Individual sleep mats
Large fenced-in play space
Walk over services to Kitscoty Rugrats Playschool
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What Parents Will Provide

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

Change of clothing
Sunscreen and bug spray if an individual requires a specific brand.
Weather appropriate clothing that can include but not limited to: sunhats, mittens, skipants,
splash pants, toque, coats, sweaters, and boots.
Toothbrush
Toothpaste (Optional) if there is an individual preference.
Indoor foot wear
No toys may be brought into the centre from home unless the toy or item is used for your
child’s nap time/special helper day. All items MUST be centre approved.
Toys not acceptable for the centre: Weapons of any kind, choking hazards (beads, small Lego)
Toys may be brought from home, but the KCCK is not responsible for any damage or missing
parts
Baby food and cereals
Diapers, wipes, pull-ups (disposable only)
In the event the parent provides food breakfast, lunch or a snack from home. It will be required
of them to use and adhere to the Canada Food Guide. KCCK will ensure the meal is healthy and
will supplement if needed.
Infant milk for bottles (formula/ breast milk)
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013

Health Care

Developed: August 2011

Review Date: July 2019

Should a child require extraordinary healthcare needs the staff responsible for the child who
requires additional health care are trained and the training is to be documented and placed in
both the staff file and child’s file.
Health care will be provided to a child only with parental written consent or provided in the form
of first aid.
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Head Lice Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Review Date: July 2019

Developed: May 2016

Students diagnosed with live head lice do not need to be sent home early from KCCK; they can
go home at the end of the day, be treated, and return to daycare after appropriate treatment has
begun. Nits may persist after treatment, but successful treatment should kill crawling lice.
The Canadian Pediatric Society reaffirmed its view that there is no “sound medical rationale” for
keeping kids with lice out of daycare.
The risk of transmission is low and there is greater harm in depriving kids of an education while
making them feel ashamed about having lice, which are most often spread by head-to-head
contact.
Any hair comb and brushes used for doing hair, is sprayed with bleach after every use. Hair clips
and ties are a one use only and once sent home, are the Childs’ to keep. Blankets and pillows are
replaced daily.
Parents with concerns are welcome to talk to the director.
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Let’s Talk About Touching Policy
Developed: November 2016

Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

The staff uses the correct terminology for all body parts. This lets the children feel comfortable and
natural with their bodies and also provides them with the vocabulary to use their own protection
against abuse.
At the daycare, the policy is to help develop a positive self-image and to show that the staff care for
the children through appropriate physical affection.
Affection, such as hugging, is appropriate when:
A child is hurt physically and/or emotionally
A child asks for a hug
During nap time, when a child asks for a backrub
A child wakes up from his/her nap
A child and staff are sharing positive emotions such as surprise, success, joy, praise, and
thanks
A child is arriving or departing from the Daycare
Children are encouraged to show affection but are never forced. A child’s right to say no to
unwanted affection or touching staff or other children is always respected.
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Supervised Care for Sick Children
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Sick children will be removed from direct child contact, are kept as far as is practicable from
the other children and will be supervised by a primary staff within the primary child care room
as supervision allows or will be supervised by the program director within the office. A sick
child is to be kept as far away as is practicable from the other children.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revised: December 2017

Potential Health Risk
Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: July 2019

Any child believed to be suffering from any of the following Potential Health Risks/Diseases as
listed in the Schedule 1 of the Potential Health Risk Regulation will require parent or guardian to
arrange immediate removal pickup of the your child as mandated by childcare regulations.
How to assess if your child is a potential health risk:
vomiting
fever
diarrhea
new unexplained rash or cough;
requires greater care and attention than can be provided without compromising the care of other
children in the program
Our staff performs an individual assessment before a call to a parent to remove their child is made.
The severity of symptoms based on the age of the child will also be considered during assessment.
An ill child will be defined as a child that has any of the following symptoms:
requiring greater care and attention than can be provided without compromising the care of the
other children in the program
Having or displaying any other illness or symptom the license holder or other care provider
knows or believes may indicate that the child poses a health risk to persons on the program
premises.
These may include but are not limited to:
 Pain – any unexplained or undiagnosed pain
 Acute cold (fever, sore throat, green/yellow runny nose/eyes etc…)
 Difficulty in breathing – wheezing or persistent cough
 Fever (100*F/38.3*C or higher)
 Sore throat or trouble swallowing
 Infected skin, nose or eyes (mucus/puss draining) or an undiagnosed rash
 Headache and stiff neck
 Severe body or scalp itch
 Children with a known or suspected health risk
 Vomiting – May return to care 24 hours after symptoms have subsided
 Diarrhea – May return to care 24 hours after symptoms have subsided
If your child(ren) are sent to daycare or develop any of the above listed symptoms during the day,
parents will be contact to arrange for the immediate remove the child pickup of your child from the
centre.
When a child is sent home with any of the above symptoms, an illnesses form will be filled out to
ensure regulations for return to the program are followed. If there is a discrepancy between the center
and parents’ assessment of the child’s symptom’s a doctor’s note is required for the child to return to
the program.
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If symptoms persist for longer than 2 weeks or change in severity a new note will be required or the
child will be removed from the program until symptoms are no longer present.
Children should NEVER be medicated to remove mask symptoms and then sent to daycare (i.e.
given Tylenol to break fever) unless accompanied by a doctor’s note. If medications are required, a
form must be completed (see medication policy on page 78 for further details.)
If the child’s parent provides written notice from a physician stating the child does not pose a health
risk to persons on the premises, the child may return to the centre.
If symptoms are deemed to not be a health risk ie: individual symptoms associated with teething or
food intolerances, a documented conversation between the Executive Director and/or Program
Supervisor and the parent or guardian will take place to be used as a reference for future occurrences.
You should arrange for back-up care when your child is sick, and unfortunately, there are no refunds
or discounts for days that your child does not attend daycare due to illness. There are costs
associated with each childcare spot per day, that unfortunately cannot be avoided if your child is not
in attendance.

Outbreak
Under the Public Health Act, KCCK is required to report all incidents of communicable
diseases to Alberta Health Services. 1-866-654-7890. Public Health services might come in and
evaluate the situation. The centre will then work with the public health services on what will
have to be done about the situation. This can be anything from separating infected children to
shutting the centre down for the amount of time needed to stop infection.
Communicable Diseases include: Chicken Pox, Diphtheria, Gastrointestinal infections
(Diarrhea), e.g. Salmonella, Shingles, Hemophilus Influenza, Hepatitis, Mumps, Polio, Rubella
(German measles), Tuberculosis, Whooping Cough (Pertussis), Scabies, Lice, Ringworm,
Pinkeye, Fifth Disease (Slap Cheek), Hand Foot and Mouth Disease and Influenza are also
included.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: May 2014
Revise Date: May 2016
Revise Date: July 2019

Potential Health Risk Procedure
Developed: August 2011

Staff Responsibilities:
Document initial symptoms on an Accident/Incident /Illness Form and in HiMama (changes in
behavior, complaints of pain, changes in skin/eyes, etc) which includes:
 Name of child
 Date the child was observed ill
 Name of the staff member who identified the child as ill
 Time the parent was initially notified
 Name of staff member who contacted parents
 Time the child was removed from the program
 Date the child was returned to the program
Document tympanic (ear), axillary (under arm), or forehead temperature following
thermometer manufacturer’s directions
Consult Communicable Disease Manual (http://www.health.alberta.ca/professionals/notifiablediseases-guide.html )
Contact Parents by phone call for immediate removal pickup from the program
Remove sick child as far away from direct child contact with other children at the centre as
supervision allows and provide supervision until removal pick-up from the program.
The Program Supervisor and/or Alternate Supervisor must be satisfied that a child no longer poses
a health risk to staff, children and care providers. Evidence of this may include:
Visual Assessment- “does child look well enough to participate in program activities (clear eyes,
nose, healthy skin colour and tone, etc.)?”
Symptom free for 24hrs
Physician’s Doctor’s Note
To limit the spread of germs, please keep your child at home if she or he is feverish, coughing a
lot, has thick yellow or green discharge from the nose, or is otherwise obviously unwell!

Parent Responsibilities:
Follow Potential Health Risk guidelines provided in the KCCK Handbook
Children displaying any of the above symptoms are advised not to attend the center until
symptoms have ceased.
If a child does become ill while in the center parents will be notified by phone call for the
immediate removal pickup of the child. If the parent is unable to release the child; emergency
contacts will be notified for the removal pickup of the child.
KCCK does not share information with anyone other than the parents, guardians of the child. It
is the parent’s responsibility to share information to others as they see fit.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: March 2015
Revised Date: Mar 2016
Revise Date: July 2019

Administration of Medicine
Developed: August 2011

Medication will not be administered unless the following is provided:
Written parental consent for the administration of medicine
Original medicine labeled container (with correct administering device. i.e. syringe)
Medicine will only be administered by a Child Development Supervisor or Child Development
Worker Primary Caregiver with a valid first aid.
Administered according to labeled directions.
Medications must be stored in a locked box, inaccessible to children.
Administered medication must be recorded on a Medication Record Sheet/Ongoing Medication
Record Sheet including:
Name of child
Date
Name of medication
Time of administration
Amount administered
Initials of person administering (holding valid CPR)
Parental signature of receipt of medication/herbal remedies after authorization period has ended
Staff must return medicine container to parent when authorization period has ended.
Emergency medication such as epipens will be located near the first aid kit or in the child’s
personal belongings (backpack) and inaccessible to children. Medication form, including
symptoms, procedure and training requirements is required for all emergency medications.

Herbal Remedies
If herbal remedies are to be given to your child while at the center, a medical authorization form must
be completed and signed. The medication must be in the original container with your child’s name and
the ingredients clearly printed on it.
All Essential Oil vial and bottles will be secured in either a lockbox or in the cabinet in the staff
bathroom.
No essential oil will be used for sensory activities (i.e. playdough) unless it clearly states on the bottle:
Food grade product, For consumption purposes.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Accident or Illness
Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: July 2019

All serious accidents or illnesses pertaining to children will require immediate parent
notification by phone.
If parents cannot be reached emergency contacts will then be immediately contacted
by phone.
Accidents and serious illnesses are recorded on the Accident/Illness/Incident Report Form in
which parents must sign. and return and on HiMama. This form is stored in the child’s
records
If necessary, the child will receive medical attention from First Aid certified staff or from
Emergency Services.
For specific steps please read Incident Reporting on Page 80 of this program plan.
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Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: May 2014
Revise Date: June 2016

Incident Reporting
Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: July 2019

While attending the program if any child should be seriously ill or injured or experiences any
incident that could affect health and safety, the incident must be reported immediately to the
regional child care office and recorded within 2 days on the Incident Reporting Form.
Incidences could include the following:
an illness of or injury to a child that requires the program to request emergency health care
and/or requires the child to remain in hospital overnight
any other An incident that may seriously affect the health or safety of the child
emergency evacuation
unexpected program closure
intruder on the program’s premises
serious illness or injury that requires the program to access emergency medical attention or
require overnight hospitalization of child
child removed from program by non-custodial parent or guardian
error in the administration of medication by a program staff or volunteer resulting in the child
becoming seriously injured or ill and requiring first aid or the program requesting emergency
health care and/or requires the child to remain in hospital overnight
death of a child
unexpected absence of child from program (missing child)
allegations of physical, sexual, emotional abuse and or neglect of a child by program staff
member or volunteer
commission of an offense by child under an Act of Canada or Alberta
child left on premises outside of the program’s operating hours

Procedure:
Obtain emergency medical assistance
Notify the parents or emergency contact immediately
Immediate Initial Report of the incident by phone 780-608-4030, email
Kristen.Byrt@gov.ab.ca /After Hours critical incident reporting # 1-800-638-0715 or Save
Kids Hotline # 1-877-385-kids (5437) to regional child care office.
Submit completed incident report form within 2 days
Participate in investigation
All incidents are analyzed annually and a report, using the prescribed form (CDEV0001), is
submitted to the regional child care office.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date July 2019

Children’s Records
Developed: August 2011

Policy:
KCCK does not share information with anyone other than the parents, guardians of the child. If a
parent or guardian requests child-specific information to be shared, the request and subsequent
approval must be in writing and a record of the information and request are to be kept in the
child’s file. Up to date records for each child must be kept on the program premise and available
to parents and directors upon request. Records must be updated every 6 months and the
review/update recorded on the form provided in each folder.
Each folder will include the following information:
The child’s name, date of birth and legal address
Completed enrollment form
Parents/guardians name, legal address and telephone numbers
Emergency contact information including: name, legal address and telephone number.
If medication is administered:
 the written consent of the parent shall be collected and,
 When administered, the name of the medication, the time of administration, the amount
administered and the initials of the person who administered the medication will be
recorded.
The particulars of any health care provided to the child, including written consent of the child’s
parent. (i.e. Emergency medications, epipens)
Signed Child Guidance waiver
Agreement to abide by policies and procedures read in Parent Handbook
Relevant health information pertaining to the child including immunizations, health care
number, health concerns and allergies.
Family Orientation Checklist
Clothing and personal items form
Daycare tour checklist
Playing in OSC room form
Neighborhood excursion form
Tell us about your child sheet
Transportation agreement
Social Media agreement
Bug spray and/or Sunscreen application agreement
Timesavr and HiMama have been updated to match all information in each child’s folder.
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Obligation to Report Policy

Review Date: July 2019

Developed: May 2018

We follow Responding to Child Abuse: A Handbook
Please follow the link to this document.
https://www.solgps.alberta.ca/safe_communities/community_awareness/family_violence/Publicati
ons/Responding%20to%20child%20abuse%20handbook.pdf
Legal Requirements
A child is defined as: a person from birth until his/her 16th birthday.
An Overview:
Duty to Report Abuse or Suspected Abuse:
ANY PERSON who has a reason to believe, that a child has been, or there is substantial risk that he or she
will be abused or neglected by a parent/guardian, has a legal duty under The Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act to promptly report the matter to the Child Abuse Hotline at 1-800-387-5437.

Failure to Report
The legal obligation to report is not fulfilled unless the report is made directly to a delegate casework or to
the director of a First Nations Agency, or a delegated casework of an agency. This must occur even if it is
unknown that a child intervention agency is already involved. Anyone failing to report suspected child
abuse while having “reasonable and probable grounds to believe a child is in need of intervention” is guilty
of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than $2000.
Protection from Liability
The Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act provides that when a person makes a report, no action can
be taken against that person unless the report is made maliciously or without reasonable and probable
grounds.
If the Executive Director is not on the premises at the time of the report notify the alternate director, who
will then let the Executive Director know. Once the report has been filed.
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The caseworker:
• Determines whether the child can benefit from family enhancement services or protection services;
• Contacts the police if a criminal investigation is required;
• Co-ordinates a response with other agencies, if necessary.

What to Report:
Your report should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your name, telephone number and relationship to the child (all this information remains
confidential)
Any immediate concerns about child’s safety;
The location of the child;
The child’s name
The child’s age;
Information on the situation;
Any other relevant information concerning the child and/or family.

When to Report
Suspicions of child abuse must be reported immediately. If there is no answer and have to leave a message, and
the staff/student/volunteer thinks the child is in immediate danger, do not wait to be called back – phone the
police.
See Pages 13 – 14 in the handbook for an extensive list. Located in the filing cabinet with the Licensing
regulations.

The Child Care Licensing Regulation
The Child Care Licensing Regulation requires behaviour management policies and procedures to be in place,
which can be found in the KCCK programs and policies.
If a caseworker receives a report where the alleged perpetrator is a staff member of a daycare or is a family
day home operator, the casework notifies the regional day care specialist who follows up with Licensing and
the police.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: March 2018

Portable Records

Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: July 2019

When staff leave the premises, they will ensure portable records are with them.
Portable records must be updated every 6 months and include:
Child’s name, date of birth and home legal address
Parents name, Legal home address (NOT a box number), and telephone number
Emergency contact including: name, Legal address (NOT a box number), telephone numbers
Any relevant health information about the child including: immunization, health care number,
health concerns and allergies
Telephone numbers of local emergency response services and poison control.
Up to date photo of child
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Administrative Records

Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: March 2015
Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: August 2011

Child and employee files are to be updated every 6 months and recorded on the form provided in
each folder. Up to date records must be kept on premises and include the following:
Evidence of supervisors and primary staff member’s child care certification and their current
first aid and CPR.
Valid Food Sanitation and Hygiene Certificate.
Copy of a current criminal record and vulnerable sector check (that is no more than 6 months
old) is required within 8 weeks of start date (and required every 3 years after) for all staff and
volunteers with unsupervised access to children.
Verification that a current criminal record check and vulnerable sector check has been
provided to the program supervisor and updated every 3 years.

Parental/guardian child attendance sheets with the arrival and departure times (available to
parents at a reasonable time and retained for a minimum of 2 years) this will be printed out at the
end of every month from Timesavr and placed in appropriate binder. This report will be
available on Timesavr.
Daily attendance sign in/out sheets of all primary staff with arrival and departure times and the
number of hours in direct child care. (retained for a minimum of 2 years or as specified by
Revenue Canada) This will be available in Timesavr.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Potential Hazard Checklist
Developed: December 2013

This checklist is part of our risk management approach to child safety. It is a useful tool for
helping to identify and analyze potential risks, and to decide on the best type of treatment.
Ongoing review is essential to ensure the risk treatment is the most appropriate action.
Entrance/exit: Look for hazards as you come in and go out.
• Are entrance/exits clearly marked and free of clutter?
• Do doors open easily for emergency exit?
• Are there handrails for steps and ramps and non-slip surfaces?
Floor and ceiling: Look high and low for safety.
• Are floors and coverings clean, including the corners?
• Do carpets and rugs lay flat and secure? Is there non-skid material used under carpet or rug?
• Are there staples or other items hiding in the carpet?
• Look under furniture. Are there coins, rocks, or other items that could cause choking?
• Are ceiling tiles secure? Are mobiles or other hanging items lightweight and secure?
• Do electric lights work properly? Are they securely attached?
Walls and windows:
• Are unused electrical outlets securely covered?
• Are pictures or wall hangings lightweight and securely attached? Are unused nails or picture hangers
removed?
• Are bulletin boards free of push pins or thumb tacks?
• Do coat hooks or other protrusions have rounded ends?
• Is shelving securely anchored to walls?
• Do windows that are open have screens? Are screens free of holes and secure to prevent children from
falling through windows?
Furniture:
• Do chairs, tables and shelves have wide bases for stability? Are the corners rounded?
• Is furniture in good repair, free of splinters or loose hardware?
• Have you removed furniture with moving parts that could crush little fingers?
• Are mats clean? Are they placed so you can you see and access each child during naptime?
Toileting and Diapering Areas:
• Is the area cleaned and disinfected regularly? Are spills cleaned up immediately?
• Is the tap water temperature less than 120 degrees F?
• Is the area free of toxic or potentially dangerous substances or items?
• Are soap, water, and washable towels accessible? Do you have all necessary supplies ready before
you take a child to the diapering area?
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Daily Maintenance

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: December 2013
Revise Date: March 2015

Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: July 2019

Daily Indoor checklist to be completed
Daily maintenance will be performed by child care staff and include:
Washing and disinfecting of tables and chairs after each use
Sweeping of the floor as necessary
Bleach/sanitize toys that have put in a child mouth
Bathrooms
Tiding of all centers
Clean up of kitchen after every meal
Shovel sidewalks and ramp from daycare to playground, parking lot and shed during winter
months
Garbages –check and empty as needed after each meal
Laundry
End of Day Clean:
Wipe down of all surfaces
Chairs will be stacked against the wall
Sweep and mop (under all furniture)
Dishes
Washing and Disinfecting Bathrooms
Empty all Garbages
Vacuum
Monthly Inspection
Safety inspection (any damaged items will be removed from child care areas)
Walls will be spot washed
Windows cleaned
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Off-Site Activity & Emergency Evacuation
Developed: August 2011

Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: April 2017
Revise Date: July 2019

All off-site experiences will be planned with the input of the children in care and communicated to
parents through an initial notification of upcoming events and with an official Field Trip
Experience Parent Permission Form. This will provide parents with the pertinent information
about the location of the activity, departure and arrival time to and from the KCCK, method of
transportation, supervision arrangements and how the experience will enhance the program for
children. This form will be issued two weeks prior (when able) to set date and will encourage
parents to sign up as helpers. Parent’s written consent is required for all off-site experiences.
When a vehicle is used to transport children to the field trip experience all children will require an
appropriate car seat or booster seat designated for their size. These may be provided by the
parents or the KCCK.
During field trip experiences children will be issued KCCK t-shirts or pinnies, that will match the
shirts of the staff of volunteer parent. When walking, children will use the buddy system when
off KCCK property and clear boundaries will be established before proceeding to activities.
The Executive Director will review all field trips to insure safe appropriate supervision prior to
leaving. Additional staff may be required to enhance supervision and safety. Appropriate ratios
set out by Licensing Regulations must be maintained on all field trip experiences.
When staff leave the program premises, they will ensure to take the Off-site Excursion Backpack
which contains the Portable records in respect of each child, First aid kit, sunscreen, and bug
spray.

Lead Staff Responsibilities:
Find a place to visit
location should connect to the current lessons we are studying, get approval from program director
(if funding is needed the program director will seek approval from the board)
Secure Parent Permission and Chaperones
Prepare a permission letter that explains where the class is going and why, how long the class will
be there, how they will get there, where and how they will eat lunch, and how much (if anything)
it will cost.
At the bottom of the letter, include a tear off portion that requires the parent/guardian to print the
child’s name, the parent’s name and their signature for permission.
Include a box to check if they would like to chaperone.
Make sure we have enough chaperones to maintain the child to adult ratio and that the trip is easy
to manage safely.
Before the planned trip, when able give 2 weeks (a minimum of 48 hours) for the permission slip
to be completed.
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Prepare the Class and Chaperones
Explain to students where they are going and why and encourage the students to create a list of
questions they are looking to answer on the field trip.
Spend time explaining behavior expectations to the students and outline the consequences (in
language that is appropriate) if the students misbehave.
Before the big day, choose which students will be with which chaperones.
On the day of the trip, give the chaperones the teacher’s cell phone number, the number of the
daycare and the other chaperone’s cell phone numbers in case of an emergency.
Make sure all students and staff are wearing the aforementioned KCCK attire. and wrist bands.
Give chaperone’s a schedule for the day as well.

Safety and Emergency Preparation
Be sure to count every student at every transition. Every time the class enters or exits a vehicle,
the location entrance or exit, or splits into groups, count each student to be sure one has not left
the group.
Make sure to take the Portable Emergency Files.
Off-site Activity Rules
1. Always use the buddy system. Students should remain with their partner at all times.
2. Students must remain with their designated parent/staff-leader at all times.
3. Students should follow the directions of the adults in the group. Make it clear students
SHOULD NOT follow the advice or commands of a stranger, but should listen to parent/staffleaders, tour guides and administrators.
4. Respect property and treat the property with care. Make sure students are not running amuck
as this can embarrass KCCK.
5. Follow regular school rules posted on the wall in our daycare room.
When staff leave the program premises, they will ensure to take the Off-site Excursion Backpack
which contains the Portable records in respect of each child, First aid kit, sunscreen, and bug
spray.
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Emergency Procedure/Emergency Evacuation Procedures
Developed: August 2011

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Staff and children will be informed of emergency evacuation procedures where developmentally
appropriate.

Policy:
Fire drills will be performed by staff at least every other bi-monthly at a minimum and will be
recorded on the Fire Drill Sheet
Children will be informed of fire drills during circle time, where proper evacuation methods
and safety will be discussed prior to the designated drill.
Staff will be oriented on fire drill procedure during staff orientation.
Evacuation procedures will be posted

Procedure:
Staff will proceed to the child care room. Any child that cannot walk will be carried by a staff.
Staff will follow the designated emergency evacuation route located on the backside of the
exits and continue to the designated muster point. Staff will direct children out the East
emergency exit.
Acting assistant director must grab the portable records and evacuate the building as quickly
and calmly as possible.
Head count must be completed while removing children from the building
Children and staff will be required encouraged to wear indoor shoes for safety.
Muster point will be located at the front entrance to the arena. A second head count of children
and staff will be done at which point parents/guardians and emergency services will be contacted.
The following telephone numbers are posted on the inside of the program premises and readily
accessible:
emergency medical services
ambulance services
fire department
police services
poison control center
nearest hospital or emergency medical facility
child abuse hotline.
When staff leave the program premises, they will ensure to take the Off-site Excursion Backpack
which contains the Portable records in respect of each child, First aid kit, sunscreen, and bug
spray.
After hours’ emergency number is posted visible to the outside of the program premises in case of
emergency situations.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Power, Gas and Water outages

Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: May 2016

Centre Closure Policy (Snow Storms, Power Outages & Water Outages)
The centre will not open if there is no power and/or water. If there is a power/water outage before
the centre is open, Enmax The proper authorities will be contacted to see how long before
power/water will be restored. If power is not going to be restored within one hour, the centre will
not open for that day. All families will be notified about a cancellation due to a power/water
outage by phone.
Every attempt will be made to operate as usual on storm days. In the event of a snow storm
developing in the middle of the day, in the best interest of the children, we ask that you pick up
your child in a timely manner. This will allow children and staff to get home safely.
The centre does reserve the right to close early, as weather conditions warrant.
To prevent financial loss to the centre, fees will be charged in the unforeseen event of a power
outage or early closure.
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Severe Weather (TORNADO) Policy
Developed: Nov 2016

Revise Date: March 2018

Revise Date: July 2019

In the case of a Tornado watch for our area, the staff will begin contacting parents to let them know
of the severe weather situation. At this point the parents will be given the choice of picking the
child up or having the child remain in the center.
In the event the TORNADO WATCH becomes a TORNADO WARNING, staff will move children
to the middle of the building away from the windows and provide stimulating quiet activities for
them. Staff will continue to assess the situation through information from the local radio station
(95.9 Lloyd FM) and the internet. Staff will ensure children’s attendance (iPad), and excursion
backpack with first aid kit is accessible.
If a TORNADO is imminent and the storm becomes severe parents are asked to be aware their
children are being kept safe and refrain from pick up until it is safe to do so. Children and staff will
proceed to the arena or another safe building.
Once the threat has passed parents will be notified where to pick up their children.
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Severe Weather (COLD) Policy
Developed: July 2019

In extreme cold weather conditions, when the weather is below -25 with the windchill we will not go
outside to play. Instead gross motor activities will be planned for indoor play.
When extreme cold weather conditions go below -45 with the wind chill, the centre will close.
Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids reserves the right to close early, as weather conditions warrant.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revised: April 2017
Revise Date: March 2018

Bomb Threat Procedure
Developed: May 2016

Revised : July 2019

1. If there is a bomb threat the daycare staff and children will immediately evacuate the building,
and emergency services (9-1-1) will be called.
2. Staff will conduct a head count and take the children to the field close by the school. If the
weather does not permit evacuation to the field, the staff will take the children to Kitscoty
Meats (the Gas station/convenience store) on main street. The program supervisor will bring
the backpack containing the portable records.
3. Parents will be contacted by phone and informed of the bomb threat, where we are, and to
not go to the daycare during this time.
4. If, within one hour, the fire department determines that the daycare is safe to enter, we will
return to the daycare.
5. If, after one hour, it is still unsafe to return to the daycare, parents will be called to pick up
their child.
6. If weather does not permit going outside during the hour, parents will be called immediately
to pick up their child.
7. Staff may call parents at any time to pick up their child if their ability to maintain the child’s
safety is in question.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: July 2019

Staff and Board Meetings
Developed: December 2015

Staff are to conduct weekly informal meetings during nap times to discuss programming. Staff
will be required to attend pre-scheduled staff meeting once a month with a minimum of 9 times
per year. A voice recorder or staff member will be used to record meeting minutes during the
meeting to allow for an easier flow. If a recorder is used the recording will be transcribed on
paper and returned to employees to approve and sign. If a staff member has taken the notes a
signature may be taken after staff members have reviewed the minutes. A copy will be kept in the
staff meeting minute binder located in the office on the shelf or The staff meeting book will be
kept in the daycare room. A copy will be emailed to each staff member as upon requested We will
also use our Staff Planning Sheet to allow for easy tracking of group and individual goals.
Families, staff, children and relevant stakeholders are invited to participate in the review process,
and the program uses feedback from staff, families and community to review its performance and
the achievements of goals.
Policies and procedures are updated regularly based on new information on Best Practices and
recognized authorities, that rules and responsibilities are reviewed to ensure alignment with
achieving quality improvement plans and program outcomes. The review process identifies the
program’s strengths and weaknesses in the Quality Enhancement Plan, Administration and the
Executive Director/Program Supervisor implements changes to policies and/or procedures in a
timely manner. Policies and procedures are developed, dated, reviewed and revised and
documented.
Administration The Executive Director is to be consistently available to staff, staff are to be kept
informed about changes to program delivery and government information that will directly affect
them, document the process in place for staff members and/or administration to share daily
information and address issues and concerns in a timely manner.
The Program Executive Director and administrator Program Supervisor are required to attend
all board meetings and bring forth any issues to the board. All staff, parents and interested
community members are invited to attend KCCK Board meetings held quarterly (March, June,
September and December) on the Third Thursday. on the third Wednesday of every month.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Operating Hours

Developed: August 2011

Monday to Friday
7:00 am – 6:00 pm
Closed all Statutory Holidays, Including:
New Years Day
Alberta Family Day
Good Friday
Victoria Day
Canada Day
Heritage Day
Labour Day
Thanksgiving Day
Remembrance Day
Christmas Day
Boxing Day
Pending staff availability and need, full day Out of School Care for Kindergarten children will
commence on June 1st until the beginning of the next school year as long as children have prebooked their spots.
Christmas Closure Policy
During the Christmas holidays we will close from Christmas Eve until New Year’s Day, to allow our
staff some days to enjoy with their families over the Christmas season. We will return to regular
business hours on January 2nd.
When registered as a Full-Time spot, Full time fees are to be paid 12 months of the year even if the
center closes for Christmas break or Staff development
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Revise Date: March 2015
Revise Date: May 2016
Review Date: June 2016
Review Date: Sept 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Fees & Schedule
Developed:

Revise Date: July 2019

Fees will be increased every year in September.
****We are currently recognized as an Early Learning Childcare Centre by the province of
Alberta and have been awarded the ELCC Grant. This Alberta-wide pilot program provides
child care for children aged 0 to kindergarten with maximum fees of $25 per day.
Parent fees are capped at $25 per day for a maximum of 10 hours per day, not including late pick up fees
(see late pick up policy) there are no changes to subsidy eligibility within the centre.
If the time comes when we are no longer eligible for this Alberta program, we reserve the right to reinstate
our fees will reinstate at $64.79 per day. *****

When registered as a Full-Time spot, Full time fees are to be paid 12 months of the year even if
the center closes for Christmas break or Staff development
A non-refundable administrative fee of $50.00 will be collected upon registration per
family.
For convenience, we accept personal cheques, cash, Visa, MasterCard, and Debit, and
e-transfers.
No child shall be admitted into the program until all registration forms (paper and/or online)
are completed in full and the non-refundable $50.00 administrative fee is paid.
If applicable: No child shall be admitted into the program until government subsidy forms are
completed and received by the KCCK.
Monthly fees will be collected on or before the 5th of every month for that operating month.
All monthly schedules for children will be distributed for the upcoming month and must be
returned for billing purposes no later than the 20th of the current month. Once scheduled days are
confirmed parents are financially responsible for their scheduled days.
If additional days are required throughout the month, drop in service fees will be charged.
We want to keep the fees at a reasonable and affordable rate, but, fees can be expected to
increase if the cost of care increases. If fees will be increased BEFORE the annual September
date, it will be done so only with two months’ written notice.
If fees have not been received by the 5th of the month on a first offense $25.00 late fee will be
applied. If there is a second offense a $5.00 per day late fee will be applied.
If payment has not been paid by the last day of the following month, your childcare will be
terminated
There will be a $35.00 charge for any cheques returned NSF. Cash or money order will only
be accepted as replacement for a NSF cheque
After receiving 3 NSF charges it will be required that your payment is made by cash.
Parents are responsible for their monthly fees if they have been approved for subsidy they will
receive a credit on their account for the following months fees, or once the centre has received the
payment (usually 30 days).
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Deposit Fee

Developed: May 2016

Review Date: June 2016
Revised: December 2017
Revise Date: March 2018

A deposit fee equal to one month’s childcare will be required at the time of registration.
A non-refundable administrative fee of $50.00 will be collected upon registration per family.
No child shall be admitted into the program until all registration forms (paper and/or online)
are completed in full and the non-refundable $50.00 administrative fee is paid.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2015
Revised: December 2017
Revise Date: March 2018
Review Date: July 2019

Late Payment/NSF

Developed: August 2011

Fees are required by the 5th of every month. If fees have not been received by the 5th of the
month on a first offense $25.00 late fee will be applied. If there is a second offense a $5.00 per
day late fee will be applied.
Fees more than 30 days late will result in immediate withdrawal of the child from the program.
NSF cheques will result in a $35.00 charge and/or a cash only policy.
KCCK understands that each family’s situation is unique. Please consult with the Program
Director or Program Supervisor for fee scheduling or payment plans.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: September 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Cancellation Policy
Developed: August 2011

Exchanged days or refunds will not be issued for unused/sick days.
Full cancellation from the program requires 30-day written notification from parent or
guardian. Withdrawals prior to 30 days will result in the parents’ responsibility for any fees
remaining in the 30 days (Based on the average days scheduled for previous months)
Notification from parents/guardians is appreciated required if a child will not be attending for
the day or an extended period of time.
Termination may occur for the following reasons: non-payment of fees; verbal or physical
violence from the parent or child.; a child is finding it hard to adjust to the centre.
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Extended Closure Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: March 2015

In the event the building will be closed and not reopened for an extended period of time (5 days
or more: i.e. Christmas Holidays), or in the event of extreme cold weather (-40 with the windchill
or colder) the Executive Director, will schedule a board member or staff member to come in
twice a week every other day to run water through the taps, flush toilets, and do an overall check
of the building to insure pipes are not frozen, water is not leaking, and furnace/air conditioning is
working. If the staff or Board member notices an issue with the building at the time of the walk
through the Executive Director is to be notified immediately.
A Sign with the following should be attached to the window on the front door.
The Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids and the Violet Page Out of School Care Program is closed
from
to
. We will reopen
at 7 am.
An out of office notice using the following format will be set and an email to all board,
staff and parents will be sent out reminding them or notifying them of the closure.
Out of Office Message:
Due to: (Stated Reason, Holiday, Emergency…)
The Kitscoty Community Cabin 4 Kids and the Violet Page Out of School Care Program is closed
from
to
. We will reopen
at 7 am.
This email will not be checked nor answered until we reopen at 7 am on
.
If this is an emergency, please contact: Amanda Pelkey at 780-214-4133. Kathryn Brown at 639536-4245
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Review Date: March 2018

Program Evaluation Policy

Revise Date: July 2019

Developed: November 2016

At a minimum of once a year KCCK will be evaluated through parent, staff and board surveys, as
well as the ECERS checklist. The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) will be reviewed and updated
yearly to ensure continuation of best practices.
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Handbook Review and Revision Policies
Developed: December 2013

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

All policies and procedures will be reviewed by the Program Director and staff members during
staff meetings and revisions will be made if necessary. When a revision is made the date is to be
updated in the header section of the appropriate policy and noted in program plan review list and
noted in Handbook Review Section.
All policies and procedures are to be reviewed annually with the board prior to at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) held annually in March. At the AGM this time, we encourage parents to
also come forth with any concerns or updates they wish to see added. Staff, parents and board
members not in attendance can also submit to the Secretary their recommendation in writing no
later than one week before the scheduled meeting. When a revision is made the date is to be
updated in the header section of the appropriate policy and noted in handbook and noted in
Handbook Review Section.
Previous Revision Dates
August 2011 Kristen Byrt
June 15, 2013 Holli Harty
December 31, 2013 Tracee Hamel & Holli Harty
May 31, 2014 Tracee Hamel
March 3, 2015 Tracee Hamel, Catharina Posthumus and Sarah Smith
July 1, 2015 Tracee Hamel
June 16, 2016 Tracee Hamel and Catharina Posthumus
Sept 1, 2017 Tracee Hamel
March 1, 2018 Tracee Hamel, Catharina Posthumus and Staff
February 19, 2019 Kathryn Brown, Trista Brewer, Cat Posthumus and Staff
Next Revision Approval Date: March 28, 2019 by KCCK Board at Annual General Meeting.
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Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018
Revise Date: July 2019

Day Care Program Provided
Developed: August 2011

0__infants
0 _infants 12 months to less than 19months
0_ 19months to less than 3 years
0_ 3 years to less than 4.5 years
0_ kindergarten children
Combined age group of 14-16 children depending on the ages of the children on various days of the
week.
Youngest
Infants (1:4 ratio)
Infants (1:4 ratio)
19 months to less than
3 years (1:6 ratio)
3 years to less than
4.5 years old (1:8
ratio)

Oldest

Max Group Size

3 years to less than
4.5 years old (1:8
ratio)
4.5 years old +
Older (1:10 ratio)
4.5 years old +
Older (1:10 ratio)

12 children

4.5 years old +
Older (1:10 ratio)

18 children

14 children
16 children

Staff to Child
Ratio
1:8 as #’s indicate
1:8 or 1:10 as #’s
indicate
1:8 or 1:10 as #’s
indicate
1:8 or 1:10 as #’s
indicate

Where 7 or more children are present in the program, a minimum of 2 Primary adult
staff members, one of which is a primary staff member will be on the floor present
whether on or off the program premises, at all times. with children unless sleeping ratios
are in effect (1:16)
Max Room Capacity – 25 people
Max License Capacity – 19 children
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Space Policy

Review Date: June 2016
Revise Date: March 2018

Developed: March 2015

Revise Date: July 2019

When scheduling children into the center the Executive Director or Administrator must make
sure the indoor space exceeds minimum regulation requirements, by not scheduling more than
16 19 children in the room at a time.

With your communication we look forward to providing a positive
experience for your child. Feel free to contact us at any time at the
center, by phone 780‐846-2228 or email: admin@cabin4kids.org
Also find us on Facebook.
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Indoor Floor Plan Diagram

þþ
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Outdoor Play Structure Diagram
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